


Freesmiths are men and women who
come from all walks of life. But they
have one thing in common: they have
learned precious ancient secrets of
the mind, and they use these secrets
to bring about good in themselves
and others.

This publication has been produced to
give the reader a basic understanding
of the Ancient Order of Freesmiths,
from its origins during the Roman
Empire to modern times. It is our
pleasure to introduce the prospective
Apprentice to the history and
principles behind the world’s oldest
secret society.

– The Publishers
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Test Yourself

Why did Charlemagne take an interest in the non-
guilded smiths?

Why was it necessary for Freesmiths to form a secret
society in the 800s?

In what ways do Freesmiths differ from other “secret
societies”?

What details about the “Model” make sense to you?
What questions do you still have about it?

Which qualities about Freesmiths appeal to you the
most, and why?

How can you apply in your daily life what you have
learned from this publication?

Why do you want to become a Freesmith?
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